Rocky Mountain National Park (RMNP) was one of the first national parks to adopt an alternative transportation system: a shuttle bus system initiated in 1978. To address parking lot shortages while accommodating growing numbers of park visitors, RMNP expanded its shuttle bus service in 2001. Although the expanded shuttle service has helped to alleviate parking congestion at popular trailheads, expansion may also be enabling levels of visitation that cause or exacerbate visitor crowding. Thus, there is a need to evaluate and potentially refine RMNP's shuttle service according to the amount of visitor use that can be accommodated at popular destinations in the park without unacceptable effects on the quality of visitors' experiences. This study evaluated and quantified transportation system performance and visitor crowding at popular recreation sites in the Bear Lake Road corridor resulting from RMNP's shuttle service operations. The study used integrated transportation and visitor use modeling to provide quantitative estimates of the extent of parking congestion, transportation-related greenhouse gas emissions, transit operating costs per passenger, and visitor crowding associated with existing and alternative transit service operations scenarios. The National Park Service will use information from the study to refine the operation of shuttle service in RMNP in a manner that both optimizes transportation system performance and protects the quality of visitors' experiences. Further, the study framework can be generalized to other public lands units to design and operate transit service in accordance with transportation, resource, and visitor experience objectives.
Increasingly, the National Park Service (NPS) is relying on alternative transportation systems to provide visitors access to the national parks in a manner that potentially reduces traffic congestion, enhances visitors' experiences, and more effectively protects park resources. Rocky Mountain National Park (RMNP) was one of the on resource conditions and visitor crowding at destinations serviced by the park's shuttle system are not known. Thus, there is a need to evaluate and potentially refine RMNP's shuttle service according to the amount of visitor use that can be accommodated at popular destinations in the Bear Lake Road corridor without unacceptable effects on park resources and the quality of visitors' experiences.
The purpose of this study was to evaluate and quantify transportation system performance and visitor crowding at popular recreation sites in the Bear Lake Road corridor resulting from existing and alternative shuttle service operations. The study used integrated transportation and visitor use modeling to provide quantitative estimates of the extent of parking congestion, transportation-related greenhouse gas emissions, transit operating costs per passenger, and visitor crowding associated with existing and alternative transit service operations scenarios. NPS will use information from the study to refine the operation of transit service in RMNP in a manner that both optimizes the operational efficiency and economic feasibility of the transportation system and protects park resources and the quality of visitors' experiences. Further, the study provides a framework for designing and operating transit service that can be generalized to other units of public lands to maximize transportation system efficiency while protecting natural resources and the quality of visitor experiences.
METHODS
The conceptual and analytical framework for this study are illustrated in Figure 1 and correspond to two interrelated modeling components. First, traffic microsimulation was used to model private and transit vehicle traffic in the Bear Lake Road corridor. The traffic model was designed to generate a suite of transportation performance measures used to evaluate transportation effectiveness. Traffic model outputs included the number of visitor arrivals, by mode of transportation and time of day, to popular destinations in the Bear Lake Road corridor. Second, traffic model estimates of visitor use at popular recreation sites in the Bear Lake Road corridor were simulated with visitor use models to estimate the extent of crowding that occurs as a result of existing and alternative transit service operating conditions (2, 3) . Thus, the integrated transportation and visitor use modeling system developed in this study produces quantitative estimates of transportation system performance measures and visitor crowding. The study area and methods used to conduct the study are described in the following subsections. (4) . The Bear Lake area of RMNP is one of the most popular areas in the park, offering scenic views of the Continental Divide and easy access to a number of alpine lakes ( Figure 2 ). The Bear Lake area is accessed via Bear Lake Road, a 7-mi, two-lane road constructed in 1917 that ends at Bear Lake. In 1929, a 100-space parking lot was constructed at Bear Lake, and over time, the parking lot at Bear Lake was expanded to its current capacity of 235 spaces.
As noted, in 1978, NPS introduced a shuttle system serving the Bear Lake Road corridor and constructed the Bear Lake park-and-ride lot with a capacity of 208 spaces. The park's shuttle service was expanded in 2000, and the size of the Bear Lake park-and-ride lot was increased to 340 spaces, plus approximately 50 overflow spaces. In 2006, a new shuttle service route between the visitor center of the gateway community of Estes Park and the Bear Lake park-and-ride lot (referred to in this paper as the "Hiker Shuttle") was added to RMNP's shuttle system.
Traffic Microsimulation Model
A detailed microsimulation traffic model of the Bear Lake Road corridor and the surrounding Estes Park area was developed to evaluate transportation system performance and model visitor arrival patterns at popular destinations in the Bear Lake Road corridor. The traffic model was developed with PARAMICS microscopic traffic simulation software (5) and replicates transportation patterns between the hours of 7:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m. The model is calibrated to traffic volume data collected on July 12, 2008, which was RMNP's eighth busiest day in 2008. The model incorporates both vehicular and transit access to the park and, as noted, was designed to link with visitor use models described in the next section.
Traffic volumes on the model road network are driven by demand between origin and destination zones representing areas of traffic generation within the study area (6) . The 12 distinct zones used in this model, which are depicted in YMCA, (k) Estes Park Visitor Center, and (l ) Route 34 east of the Estes Park Visitor Center (not depicted). In addition, the two main transit routes delivering visitors to RMNP and destinations in the Bear Lake Road corridor were included in the traffic volumes on the model road network.
Computer Simulation Modeling of Visitor Use
Computer simulation models of visitor use were developed for the Glacier Gorge Trail to Alberta Falls and the Dream Lake Trail to Emerald Lake with discrete-event systems simulation software (7). These two sites were selected for visitor use modeling because they are among the most popular destinations in the Bear Lake Road corridor, are thought to be important to the quality of visitors' experiences of the area, receive intensive amounts of visitor use during the summer, and are accessed by visitors via private vehicle and shuttle bus modes of transportation.
With visitor survey data collected during summer 2008, the sitespecific models for the Glacier Gorge Trail and Dream Lake Trail were structured to simulate visitor use of and behavior at the study sites, including arriving at access points, hiking on trails, lingering at attraction sites, and exiting to the RMNP shuttle service or other mode of transportation (8) . The models were also programmed to monitor crowding-related metrics, included the number of people at one time (PAOT) at attractions and persons per viewscape (PPV) on trails throughout the course of simulated visitor use days (9) .
The visitor use modeling interface is designed to allow the user to specify visitor arrival schedules based on hourly vehicle and transit arrivals generated from the traffic microsimulation model; this capability provides a linkage for integrated transportation and visitor use modeling. This integrated modeling system was used to generate PAOT and PPV estimates to quantify visitor crowding at popular destinations associated with existing and alternative shuttle service scenarios (10) .
Integrated Transportation and Visitor Use Modeling Scenarios
As noted, the integrated transportation and visitor use modeling system developed in this study was used to quantify transportation system performance and crowding on trails and at attractions associated with existing shuttle service operations during summer 2008. Simulation results include quantitative estimates of parking congestion, transportation-related greenhouse gas emissions, shuttle bus occupancy, and visitor crowding on the Glacier Gorge Trail to Alberta Falls and the Dream Lake Trail to Emerald Lake. In addition, the modeling system was used to simulate transportation performance and visitor use conditions associated with alternative transportation scenarios focusing on shifting visitors from private vehicles to the park's shuttle bus system. Specifically, two additional series of simulations were conducted in which it was assumed that a greater proportion of visitors rides the RMNP's shuttle bus system to their destinations and that fewer drive their personal vehicle than under conditions observed in 2008. In both of the scenarios modeled, it was assumed that NPS would increase service for the Hiker Shuttle from Estes Park to the Bear Lake park and ride, with bus headways decreasing from 1 h to 15 min, and implement an intelligent transportation system (ITS). The purpose of the ITS would be to persuade visitors to park their personal vehicles in Estes Park or at the Bear Lake park-and-ride lot and use the park's shuttle bus system to travel to their park destinations (11) (12) (13) . The ITS was assumed to include signs positioned on the approach to Estes Park and the Bear Lake park-and-ride lot and to include messages similar to the following:
• Reduce your carbon footprint.
• Avoid traffic and parking congestion.
• Park here and ride the free park shuttle bus.
The scenarios assume that the ITS would be effective at creating a transportation mode shift among park visitors, resulting in an increasing proportion of visitors using the park shuttle bus system rather than their personal vehicles to travel to their park destinations. The two scenarios that were modeled differed in the degree to which this mode shift would occur; the first scenario assumed a 10% capture rate and the second scenario assumed a 25% capture rate. In other words, the scenarios assumed either 10% or 25% of visitors who under existing conditions would travel in their personal vehicles from points east of the park to the Bear Lake park and ride would instead end their personal vehicle trips in Estes Park and become new passengers on the Hiker Shuttle. Similarly, the scenarios assumed either 10% or 25% of visitors who under existing conditions would travel in their personal vehicles beyond the Bear Lake park-and-ride lot toward the Bear Lake area would instead park at the Bear Lake park-and-ride lot and board the Bear Lake shuttle system. The 10% capture rate and 25% capture rate mode shift scenarios were chosen because there are intuitive advantages associated with them. For example, it is reasonable to expect that shifting visitors from personal vehicles to the park's shuttle bus system would potentially reduce vehicle miles traveled in the park, parking congestion at popular destinations, and transportation-related air emissions (14) . The results of this study provide an empirical basis for quantifying the extent to which these intuitive benefits of shifting visitors from their private vehicles to park shuttle buses are realized. Furthermore, although it is intuitive to expect transportation performance benefits from the mode shift strategies, the effects of these strategies on visitor crowding at destinations serviced by the park's shuttle system are uncertain and may in fact have unintended consequences. For example, shifting a greater proportion of visitors from personal vehicles to the park's shuttle bus system might have a "pulsing effect" on the timing and number of visitor arrivals at trailheads that causes visitor crowding on trails and at attractions to be more pronounced.
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RESULTS

Traffic Microsimulation Model
As expected, the traffic simulation modeling results suggest that substantial transportation system performance benefits can be realized by persuading more visitors to use the park's shuttle system to travel to destinations in the Bear Lake Road corridor rather than drive a personal vehicle (Figure 3 ). In particular, compared with existing shuttle service and ridership conditions during summer 2008, the mode shift scenarios resulted in reduced vehicle miles traveled in the park and associated greenhouse gas emissions. However, the effects of the mode shift scenarios on parking congestion were mixed. In particular, the mode shift scenarios would reduce parking pressure at the Bear Lake and Glacier Gorge trailheads but increase demand at the Bear Lake park-and-ride lot, which is already heavily used under existing conditions. These results suggest that if the more aggressive 25% capture scenario were to be realized, parking capacity would need to be expanded at the Bear Lake park-and-ride lot.
The traffic simulation modeling results also quantify transitrelated measures of performance for existing conditions in RMNP during summer 2008 and each of the mode shift scenarios (Figure 4) . These results suggest that, as expected, overall operating hours and costs of the park's shuttle service, as well as passengers per day and transit miles traveled per day, would increase with the mode shift strategies. The simulation model estimates of cost per passenger suggest that the 25% capture scenario would be the most efficient with respect to shuttle service operating costs per passenger.
As noted, the traffic microsimulation model was also used to generate information about personal vehicle and transit-based visitor arrival patterns at the Glacier Gorge Trail to Alberta Falls and the Dream Lake Trail to Emerald Lake. Separate arrival schedules were generated for existing shuttle service operations and each of the two mode shift scenarios (Tables 1 and 2 ). The personal vehicle and transit-based visitor arrivals schedules were programmed into the visitor use models to estimate visitor crowding on trails and at attractions associated with existing transportation conditions during summer 2008 and in the two mode shift scenarios.
Computer Simulation Modeling of Visitor Use
The first series of visitor use simulations was conducted to estimate the percentage of time visitor-based crowding thresholds were exceeded on the Glacier Gorge Trail to Alberta Falls and the Dream Lake Trail to Emerald Lake under existing shuttle service operations during summer 2008 and each of the two mode shift scenarios. The crowding thresholds were derived from visitor surveys conducted as part of a companion study conducted in RMNP and include the maximum PAOT at attractions (i.e., Alberta Falls and Emerald Lake) and maximum PPV on trails (i.e., Glacier Gorge Trail and Dream Lake Trail) visitors would prefer to see (preference standard) and that they consider to be acceptable (acceptability standard).
Results of the visitor use model simulations for existing conditions at Alberta Falls and on the Glacier Gorge Trail to Alberta Falls are presented graphically in Figures 5 and 6 , respectively. The graphs depict how the PAOT at Alberta Falls and the PPV on a 50-m section of the Glacier Gorge Trail to Alberta Falls varied throughout a typical day during summer 2008. The horizontal line in each graph denotes the acceptability standard for the corresponding crowdingrelated measure. These graphs suggest that the acceptability standard for PAOT at Alberta Falls is exceeded by existing visitor use for a substantial proportion of the day, while conditions are generally within the acceptability standard for PPV on the Glacier Gorge Trail to Alberta Falls. In the interest of space, graphs are not presented for Emerald Lake and the Dream Lake Trail, but the same general conclusions about PAOT and PPV standards also apply to those locations.
Visitor use modeling results for existing conditions are also presented in Table 3 , along with results for the mode shift scenarios. These results suggest that preference standards for PAOT at Alberta Falls and Emerald Lake were exceeded for the vast majority of the day under existing visitor use and shuttle service conditions during summer 2008; preference standards for PPV on the Glacier Gorge Trail and Dream Lake Trail were exceeded just over 15% of the time under existing conditions. With respect to the acceptability standards, the results for existing conditions suggest that crowding was not prevalent on the study trails. However, the simulation results suggest that acceptability standards for PAOT were exceeded about 20% of the time at Alberta Falls and about 50% of the time at Emerald Lake under existing visitation and shuttle service operations during summer 2008. The results for the two mode shift scenarios suggest that, holding visitation constant at summer 2008 levels, shifting 10% or 25% of visitors from their personal vehicles to the park's shuttle bus system to access the Glacier Gorge Trail to Alberta Falls and the Dream Lake Trail to Emerald Lake would have no effect on crowding there. In coordination with NPS officials at RMNP, it was assumed that when crowding-related standards of quality were exceeded on the Glacier Gorge Trail to Alberta Falls and the Dream Lake Trail to Emerald Lake more than 15% of the time, the standards were not consistent with visitor experience objectives for these areas. Accordingly, the visitor use model simulation results described above suggest that existing levels of visitation on the Glacier Gorge Trail to Alberta Falls and the Dream Lake Trail to Emerald Lake do not conform to visitor experience objectives for these areas. Thus, a series of simulations was conducted to estimate the maximum number of visitors that can be accommodated on the Glacier Gorge Trail to Alberta Falls and the Dream Lake Trail to Emerald Lake without exceeding visitor-based crowding standards more than 15% of the time. These user capacity estimates are presented in Table 4 (15) .
The user capacity estimates in Table 4 were compared with the visitation levels for the summer 2008 design day. The user capacity estimates for the Glacier Gorge Trail to Alberta Falls were compared with the level of visitor use counted on July 20, 2008, which was the sixth busiest day of summer 2008. Similarly, the user capacity estimates for the Dream Lake Trail to Emerald Lake were compared with the level of visitor use counted on July 12, 2008, which was the eighth busiest day of summer 2008. The results of these comparisons suggest that visitation to the Glacier Gorge Trail to Alberta Falls would need to be reduced by about 4% from summer 2008 levels to ensure crowding-related acceptability standards were not exceeded more than 15% of the time (Table 4) . Furthermore, the user capacity estimates suggest visitation to the Dream Lake Trail to Emerald Lake would need to be reduced by more than one-third (38%) to ensure crowding-related acceptability standards were not exceeded more than 15% of the time.
Conversations with NPS officials at RMNP suggest that there are no plans to reduce the size of parking lots in the Bear Lake Road corridor. Thus, any reductions in visitor use to the Glacier Gorge Trail to Alberta Falls and the Dream Lake Trail to Emerald Lake would be achieved, at least in the short term, by reducing the number of visitors delivered to these destinations by the park's shuttle system.
With information collected in this study about the proportion of visitors who use personal vehicles to access the two study sites, and assuming that there would be no reduction in the number of visitors who access these sites by personal vehicle, estimates were made of the number of shuttle riders that would need to be displaced to conform to the user capacities in Table 4 . The results of this analysis suggest that even with no shuttle service to the two study sites, the user capacity estimates for the study sites based on preference standards would be exceeded (Table 5) .
With respect to the user capacities based on the acceptability standards, the analysis suggests that the Dream Lake Trail to Emerald Lake can sustain the existing number of visitors who access the site via personal vehicles (Table 5 ). However, to conform to the site's user capacity based on the acceptability standards, essentially 100% of existing shuttle bus riders who hike on the Dream Lake Trail would have to be displaced to other locations in the park. On the Glacier Gorge Trail to Alberta Falls, it is estimated that an average of about 50 shuttle bus riders per day, or roughly 7% of existing shuttle bus riders, would need to be displaced from the Glacier Gorge Trail to Alberta Falls to conform to the user capacity for this site based on acceptability standards.
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
The integrated transportation and visitor use modeling system developed in this study was intended to assist NPS in managing visitor use, personal vehicle traffic, and shuttle service in the Bear Lake corridor in a manner that optimizes transportation system performance while protecting or restoring the quality of visitor experiences at popular destinations in the park. Results of the study suggest there are a number of transportation-related benefits of shifting visitors from personal vehicles to the park's shuttle service, including reduced vehicle miles traveled in the park, lower transportationrelated greenhouse gas emissions, and reduced parking congestion at popular park destinations. In addition, results of the integrated transportation and visitor use modeling suggest that such a mode shift would not exacerbate crowding at popular visitor destinations in the park.
While this study provides empirical evidence that shifting visitors out of their personal vehicles and onto the park's shuttle system does improve transportation system conditions in the park without exacerbating crowding problems, such a mode shift does not solve crowding problems at popular destinations in the Bear Lake Road corridor. In fact, data collected as part of the study reveal that the park's expanded shuttle service has enabled levels of visitation to trailheads in the Bear Lake Road corridor that are double what they would be with auto access only ( Figure 7) . As a result, existing levels of visitor use at popular destinations serviced by the park's shuttle system exceed management objectives with respect to visitor crowding on trails and at attractions. More specifically, findings from the study suggest that visitor use would need to be reduced by about 4% at Alberta Falls and 38% at Emerald Lake to achieve management objectives related to visitor experience. In response to findings from this study, NPS could consider a suite of strategies to implement alternative transportation systems solutions to crowding and resource impacts in the Bear Lake Road corridor. In particular, NPS could use ITS and travel demand management (TDM) to direct visitors to less crowded areas of the park and encourage use during less busy periods (16) . In addition, NPS could identify potential destinations to which new shuttle service routes could be established to divert some visitors from crowded destinations in the Bear Lake Road corridor. New shuttle service routes could be considered in conjunction with possible changes to shuttle service on Bear Lake Road. The objectives of these alternative transportation systems strategies would be to reduce crowding at intensively visited destinations currently served by the park's shuttle system without restricting visitation to the park or reducing overall shuttle service.
The integrated transportation and visitor use modeling system and associated findings developed in this study provide a framework and empirical basis with which to evaluate the operational, financial, and resource management-related feasibility of refining the existing shuttle service and implementing new shuttle routes and ITS and TDM solutions to address crowding and resource impacts in RMNP. In particular, several interrelated components of work could be done to support NPS in expanding its use of alternative transportation systems solutions to improve transportation system operations in accord with desired visitor experiences and resource management objectives, including the following: 
